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Bungee Round 2: Finding an Equation to Predict Equilibrium Length 

Experiment Summary 

Our experiment focused on finding how the distance stretched changed with equilibrium length. 

We mimicked the still setup design: our bungee was attached to a bar that extended out from a 

pole clamped to the table. However, this time we dropped the weight from the top of the bar. The 

length of the bungee was our main variable and we used four different equilibrium lengths. The 

weight, 0.0994kg, and doubling half of each equilibrium length remained constant. We used a 

video app to record each fall. We dropped the weight at each length three times and found the 

average distance the bungee stretched. We graphed distance stretched vs equilibrium length to 

find the equation of interest: Distance stretched = -1.86*equilibrium length + 3.8391. The 

purpose of finding this particular equation was to be able to calculate the equilibrium length 

needed when given the distance it could stretch.  

Diagrams 

Figure 1. Experiment Setup. This diagram depicts the experiment setup. The tape measure was 

attached to the top of the pole. The top knot holding the weight (0.0997kg) was held to the top of 

the tape measure and dropped down from there. The drops were recorded by a video app. The 

four equilibrium lengths and corresponding average stretched distances were 1.475m, 1.077m; 

1.653m, 0.807m; 1.761m, 0.5478m; 1.875m, 0.3445m.  

 

 



Figure 2. Table of Equilibrium Length and Distance Stretched. This table shows each 

equilibrium length we used and the average corresponding distance the bungee stretched once 

the weight was dropped. Each length had three drops and the average distance is shown. The 

uncertainty for the equilibrium length the amount we could have been off when measuring the 

length with the tape measure. The uncertainties for the average distance stretched are calculated 

from the standard deviation between drops for each height.  

EQUILIBRIUM LENGTH (M) AVERAGE DISTANCE STRETCHED 

(M) 

1.475 ± 0.001 1.077 ± 0.0226 

1.653 ± 0.001 0.807 ± 0.0276 

1.761 ± 0.001 0.5478 ± 0.0025 

1.875 ± 0.001 0.3445 ± 0.0078 

 

Figure 3. Equilibrium Length vs Distance Stretched. We graphed equilibrium length vs distance 

stretched to find the equation of interest: Distance stretched = -1.86*equilibrium length + 3.8391.  

 

Experimental Value of Interest 

Our experimental value of interest was the equation produced when equilibrium length was 

graphed against distance stretched. We found that as equilibrium length increased, the distance 

the bungee stretched decreased. The experimental setup was the still setup, but the weight 

(0.0997kg) was dropped from the top of the pole and the distance stretched was found from 

videoing the drop. The uncertainties within the equation come from the distance stretched and 

the equilibrium length. The distance stretched uncertainties are calculated from the standard 

deviation between each drop at the same equilibrium length. The equilibrium length uncertainties 

come from potential measurement error.  

Distance stretched = -1.86*equilibrium length + 3.8391
R² = 0.9922
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Distance stretched = -1.86*equilibrium length + 3.8391 

Quantitative Error Analysis 

To test the validity of our equation, we could set up the same experiment, but use our equation to 

calculate what equilibrium length we would need if we wanted the bungee to stretch a certain 

distance. The regression analysis from excel provides the standard error, 0.114, for the 

equilibrium length we could calculate, giving us the range it should fall into. 

Experimental Summary (con.) 

Our most relevant result and most important experimental outcome was the equation from our 

graph, Distance stretched = -1.86*equilibrium length + 3.8391. This equation will allow us to 

pick a distance we want the bungee to stretch and calculate the equilibrium length needed. 

Sources of error could include the weight not being dropped from the same exact place for each 

drop, lack of accuracy and precision in measuring the equilibrium lengths, and lack of accuracy 

and precision in analyzing the video for distance stretched. Moving forward, we will test the 

validity of our equation by picking a distance and calculating the equilibrium length. We could 

potentially use this equation in the final bungee experiment.  

 

 


